Cal'en-der-ing Machine. 1. (Laundry.) A machine for smoothing clothes or linen. A mangle. Much used in France. Machines of this character are made by Pierron & Dehautre, Paris. See Laundry.

2. Machines for smoothing piece goods in course of manufacture after washing, dyeing, bleaching, etc.

See Fig. 1026, p. 426, "Mech. Dict." Also Fig. 252, article "Blanchiment," Laboulaye's "Dictionnaire des Arts et Manufactures," tome 1., ed. 1877.

3. A machine for giving lustre to stuffs by pressure, which may be accompanied by heat. The French calendering machine has rollers of plane tree wood or paper alternating with cast iron.

See Laboulaye's "Dictionnaire des Arts et Manufactures," article "Calendrier," Fig. 499, tome 1., ed. 1877.

Fig. 500 is a French machine of two cylinders, of which the lower one is paper covered. The iron roller is adapted to be heated by steam or gas. Machines of the same class, with three cylinders, are made, adapted for cloths or linen, for the use of dressers, dyers, laundries, etc. See also Beetling Machine.

Fig. 409.